QUALITY POLICY
Mobile Homes | Canteens
constructions | Special
constructions | Stainless steel
equipment

"Kantines.com" was founded by experienced engineers to provide products and manufacturing
services of wheeled bodyworks & special constructions (for mobile and non-mobile restaurants). The company
pays special attention to the work itself and the final product. It is made up of people willing to offer and who
feel the profit as the result of hard work. The company believes in teamwork as well as in the sharing of
responsibilities and obligations.
"Kantines.com" undertakes the organization and management of a lawful company with a human
face that offers to the wider community and the environment. The company's objectives are:
- Provision of services & manufacture of products that meet customer requirements (in quality and
in time) and meet the requirements of Greek and European legislation.
- Production of products and provision of services that make the company stand out from its
competitors.
- Prudent management to make the most of available resources.
- Owners and employees prosperity.
- Creating a work environment that meets the requirements of legislation and promotes creativity
of employees.
- Development and expansion of its activities in international markets.
To achieve its goals, "Kantines.com"
- Offers products that meet all customer requirements (quality, time, price, innovative design and
innovative solutions).
- Comes in personal contact with customers, monitors the progress of projects and informs them on
their progress.
- Monitors the market (competitors, suppliers) as well as the technological developments in order
to be always competitive.
- Studies and plans its development through economically sound standards.
- Strictly selects staff and contributes to the creation of a good working environment.
- Monitors legislation and strives to be lawful in all forms of its activities.
- Implements a Quality Management System.
- Sets measurable targets on a yearly basis so that it can identify areas for improvement and their
scope.
The company is organized and operates by following a management system capable of meeting the
requirements of the corporate purpose. As part of its management system, the company has designed and
implemented a quality management system tailored to the requirements of ISO 9001:2015.
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